Aligning fast alternating current electroosmotic flow fields and characteristic frequencies with dielectrophoretic traps to achieve rapid bacteria detection.
Tailor-designed alternating current electroosmotic (AC-EO) stagnation flows are used to convect bioparticles globally from a bulk solution to localized dielectrophoretic (DEP) traps that are aligned at the flow stagnation points. The multiscale trap, with a typical trapping time of seconds for a dilute 70 microL volume of 10(3) particles per cc sample, is several orders of magnitude faster than conventional DEP traps and earlier AC-EO traps with parallel, castellated, or finger electrodes. A novel serpentine wire capable of sustaining a high voltage, up to 2500 V(RMS), without causing excessive heat dissipation or Faradaic reaction in strong electrolytes is fabricated to produce the strong AC-EO flow with two separated stagnation lines, one aligned with the field minimum and one with the field maximum. The continuous wire design allows a large applied voltage without inducing Faradaic electrode reactions. Particles are trapped within seconds at one of the traps depending on whether they suffer negative or positive DEP. The particles can also be rapidly released from their respective traps by varying the frequency of the applied AC field below particle-distinct cross-over frequencies. Zwitterion addition to the buffer allows further geometric and frequency alignments of the AC-EO and DEP motions. The same device hence allows fast trapping, detection, sorting, and characterization on a sample with realistic conductivity, volume, and bacteria count.